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Overview
Established in 1968, the University of Chicago Center for Latin American Studies (CLAS) brings together faculty and
students across the University in interdisciplinary and interdivisional research, teaching, scholarly events, and public
ingagement related to this vital region of the world.
CLAS coordinates workshops, seminars and conferences; hosts visiting scholars; and provides financial support
for preliminary student field research, library acquisitions, and the development of curricular materials in the less
commonly taught languages of the region. A full description of Latin American Studies programming is available at the
Center’s website.
The Center for Latin American Studies administers both undergraduate and graduate degree programs including
a BA major program (https://clas.uchicago.edu/academic-programs/BA-programs), a BA minor program (https://
clas.uchicago.edu/academic-programs/BA-programs), a BA to MA program (https://clas.uchicago.edu/academic-
programs/BA-programs/BAMA-program), a Master of Arts program (https://clas.uchicago.edu/academic-programs/
MA-programs), a Joint MA/MBA (https://clas.uchicago.edu/academic-programs/MA-programs/dual-degree-programs)
degree with the Booth School of Business and a dual LACS MA/MA in Public Policy with the Harris School of Public
Policy (https://clas.uchicago.edu/academic-programs/MA-programs/dual-degree-programs).
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